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About This Game

Rush to Adventure is a retro fantasy speedrunning adventure. Inspired by classic NES titles like Zelda, Mario and Castlevania.
You awaken on the shore of a cursed island. Your only way off the island is to fight the monsters and lift the curse.

Exploration and action

The game is divided into two parts. You explore the non-linear island in a top-down view. This is where you talk to islanders,
visit shops etc. The levels are played as a side-scrolling platformer. You must reach the end of the level or fight a boss to unlock

more parts of the island.

Adventure and speedrunning

Slay monsters to gain xp and level up. Collect coins to buy items and weapons. At the end of each level you are scored and
receive a rank. Play for the adventure or replay levels for better times and higher scores, to improve your rank.

 Highly replayable through ranking system and 4 difficulties

 41 levels (6 types: fields, forest, cave, tower, graveyard and temple)
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 5 golem mini-bosses and 4 bosses

 9 high quality retro NES style songs

 14 different swords, shields and armors

 4 attributes to level up (strength, health, stamina and speed)

 3 unlockable abilities (Dive Attack, Power Attack and Sprint)

 8-bit NES style graphics and gameplay
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Title: Rush to Adventure
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Digital Awakening
Publisher:
Digital Awakening
Release Date: 11 Sep, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2 or better

Processor: Intel Celeron / Athlon Sempron or better

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Open GL 2.0 compatible or better

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 25 MB available space

English
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IMO must have dlc for this game!
When in doubt wait for a sale, but you'll be missing out in the mean time.
Pretty value for money - which is rare with dlc content.. It is cool and exited game i played. Even though I had told myself no
more early access, I bought this one and I am quite pleased. The developer is very active and continually evolving the game from
the point it was when I bought it. Honestly, their early access version has much more polish than many finished releases I have
tried out lately.. Very good for party. The different modes are great fun. It is also quite chanlenging in terms of relex so even
people who are familiar with video games will not be bored.. This game is very solid for what it's worth. Some people might call
this an old school game because of the graphics, but you can't judge a book by its cover. The gameplay is all that matters and I
feel like this ARPG delivers.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=k5IvLxcxKjc
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The variety of characters and abilities are great and make for some interesting and unconventional combinations to play. The
bosses seem challenging and well done, even some of the normal minions were tough as hell but made the battles all the more
satisfying to beat. Worth checking out if you're a fan of turn based combat RPGs. I have barely just begun to play this game as
of the time of writing and I can honestly say that this game is spectacular. It is interesting, beautiful, and overall a wonderful
time. I feel so calm playing this game, like a shoe maker slowly molding his product and giving it form. Wonderful.. this game
sucks, even for achievements.
. Only reason I would see buying this set of episodes is for getting rare materials and military funds faster. The missions aren't
too hard but in the end they pay off. Misson 1 can give you materials you normally get from body eliminations for rewards when
completeing the mission. Mission 2 has a base reward fund of 50k on normal attack and a base reward fund of 100k on True
attack. Mission 3 pretty much has all the strong titans including the colossal titan.. Nice game,i can t pass the lvl81 but i m still
trying, if u want a short game , this is what are u searching for, it has 100 lvls. Wow - this game made specially for me!

Relaxing beat'em up with some portion of dialogues and puzzles. Very nice humor, which projecting on gameplay.
Passed the game with my young son without cheats and have no problem with it)

Strongly reccomended!

Ah... and of course very beautiful graphics with special pixel visualization techniques looks very cool! I was waiting pixel games
with those techchnology so long!. IT SUCKS ITS NOT LETING ME PLAY AND I PAYD FOR THE GAME SO LET ME
PLAY OR RETERN THE 9 DOLERS AND 99 CENTS. They were not kidding about the hardcore part.

Challenging levels.
Few walkthrough videos available.

Have fun.
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